Abstract. The electric energy meter error for system operation because of stealing brings, will cause loss of energy meter measuring electric energy electricity, and affect accuracy and integrity of energy settlement. In real work, we not only need to view real-time electric energy meter display and measurement value which copied back by remote meter reading system, for example the secondary current, voltage, power, power factor, use instrument and phasor diagram in order to analyze and judge the electric energy meter running state whether there is electricity stealing to the user of electricity consumption of the large fluctuation. Calculating the corresponding correct electricity and electricity stealing amount can provide technology guarantee for the accurate measurement of electric energy.
Introduction
To ensure the accuracy and fairness of electric power measurement is always the goal of electric power enterprises. At the same time, the accuracy of power measurement can provide basic guarantee for mutual benefit. With the rapid development of science and technology, the traditional electric energy meter which is destructive is less and less especially in the high voltage of stealing electricity, the way is also more and more advanced(see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ).
One of the most common, is also the most difficult method is starting from the basic principle of power measurement to change the meter secondary loop wiring and circuit structure in order to make the meter more slowly and steal electricity.
It isn't too hard to see the methods of stealing electricity are under-voltage, shunt, phase -shift, destruction .Below I will analysis the method of phase shifting method.
The principle of three-phase three wire electric energy metering device
For three-phase three wire electric energy meter, the phasor diagram as shown in Figure 1 .
In Figure 1，Φa、Φb、Φc are power factor angle, Ua、Ub、Uc are the secondary phase voltage , Ia、Ic are the secondary phase current.
The right wiring of the three-phase three wire electric energy meter is: the element 1 uses line voltage Uab and phase current Ia, the element 2 uses line voltage Ucb and phase current Ic, expression of instantaneous power is P=UabIa+UcbIc= 3 UIcosΦ。The practical work, we can preliminary analysis of the user's meter connection is normal by comparing instantaneous power which calculated from real-time voltage, current with power meter display. Figure. 1 The phasor diagram of three-phase three wire electric energy meter From the above, the amount of power of electric energy meter measuring mainly depends on the product of three elements of voltage, current, power factor and time.
On site inspection, we can adopt the following simple method in order to distinguish electric energy meter wiring is correct:
First of all, for any electric energy meter of positive rotation, if the original electric energy meter wiring is correct, through exchange any two voltage into the line three times, the electric energy meter should be stopped three times, Otherwise, wiring must be a mistake. Its power is calculated as follow for meter of right wiring after exchange any two voltage into the line:
Exchange A、B phase voltage, its power as follow:
(3) Exchange B、C phase voltage, its power as follow:
(6) Exchange A、C phase voltage, its power as follow:
(9) The power of the electric energy meter calculation shows that if the original wiring is correct after exchange any two voltage into the line three times, the meter should be stopped (or micro).
It just shows the meter could be right which the meter stopped after exchange any two voltage into the line three times. It is a necessary condition for the right wiring, but not a sufficient one which meter stop after exchange two voltage, So we must do further study. It follow as: First of all, revolutions per minute of meter are reduced to half of the original(Multifunctional electric energy meter power is half of the original) after disconnect B phase voltage .Its power as follow: 
P=P1+P2=UIcosΦ
(12) From the power calculation of the power shows that the rotational speed (magnitude of power)after disconnect B phase voltage should be reduced by half when the meter wiring is right, and then it will be make meter stop by exchanging the A, C phase voltage into the line, Continue, disconnect the A phase voltage ,its power follow as:
P1=UcbIacos(90°+Φa)=UIcos(90°+Φ)=-UIsinΦ (13) Disconnect the C phase voltage ,its power follow as:
P2=UabIccos(90°-Φc)=-UIcos(90°-Φ)=UIsinΦ (14) Power P1 and P2 equal in size, in the opposite direction. It shows that meter revolutions are same, but in the opposite direction after disconnect twice for any user power factor.
It can jugde the meter wiring is right which by observing the state of electric energy meter after exchange any two voltage into the line and disconnect phase voltage separately. The comprehensive analysis and calculation of the electric energy meter wiring error many of results shows that, for any of the wrong wiring case, combinations that are unlikely to occur simultaneously in these six cases. If the case is different from the above cases, that wrong wiring or stealing is considered.
So we know, we can change meter secondary voltage, current phase by using phase shift method of stealing electricity in order to make the meter walk faster, more slowly and stop. Of course, thieves cannot make the electric energy meter walk faster. There are many conditions of meter walk more slowly and stop. Now we analyze two of many conditions.
Analysis on phase shift method of stealing electricity
Firstly, we analyze the electric energy meter stop conditions:
The three-phase three wire electric energy meter ， the element 1 uses line voltage Ucb and phase current Ia, the element 2 uses line voltage Uab and phase current Ic 。The phasor diagram as shown in Figure 2 . (17) So, We came to an conclusion that how much the user electricity load, the electric energy meter basic no measurement when use the phase shift method of stealing electricity. Because this method can make that the electric energy meter is basically not go, but the actual power load is real time , So this method is very easy to be found. With the condition of line loss management is becoming more and more stringent, user basically don't use this method of electric stealing.
Secondly, we analyze the electric energy meter walk more slowly conditions:
The three-phase three wire electric energy meter ， the element 1 uses line voltage Uba and phase current -Ia, the element 2 uses line voltage Uca and phase current Ic 。The phasor diagram as shown in Figure 3 . Figure. 3 The phasor diagram of three-phase three wire electric energy meter 3 In Figure 3 , Φa、Φb、Φc are power factor angle, Ua、Ub、Uc are the secondary phase voltage , Ia、Ic are the secondary phase current.
Expression of instantaneous power is:
P1=Uba*(-Ia)*cos(300+Φ) (18) P2=Uca*Ic*cos(300+Φ) (19) P=P1+P2=2UIcos(300+Φ) (20) So, Expression of instantaneous power is P= 3 UI when the power factor angle is 0° Expression of instantaneous power is P=UI when the power factor angle is 30° Expression of instantaneous power is P=0 when the power factor angle is 60° So we know that, when the power factor angle becomes larger, the three-phase three wire electric energy meter measuring instantaneous power becomes smaller, when the power factor angle closer to 600, the meter close to no measurement.
From the expression on the correct wiring of power section (P= 3 UIcosΦ) can be seen, when the power factor angle is 00, instantaneous power expression is P= 3 UI.
Therefore, we conclude that, in the event of phase shift method of stealing electricity, when the power factor is close to 1, i.e., the power factor angle is close to 00, the electric energy meter is basic normal measurement. When the power factor is close to 0.5, i.e., the power factor angle is close to 600, the electric energy meter basic no measurement.
When we go to check one user, we will find that the power factor is close to 1 also the voltage, current, secondary power are normal, but the power factor is maintained at about 0.7 from the remote meter reading system. It is not difficult to explain why the user is always make the reactive power compensation device is put into operation before our staff to check, and has not been put into operation after our check.
Summary
So we can see from the above analysis that, it is very subtle when the user adopts the phase shift method of stealing electricity .When the power factor is close to 1, it is very difficult to find the stealing electricity behavior of user that by comparing instantaneous power which calculated from real-time voltage, current with power meter display. Therefore, From beginning to end when we check user we must observe the fluctuation power consumption of user every month and the usage of the reactive power compensation device, we also must use the phase volt ampere meter and the on-site checking instrument to measure voltage, current, secondary power ,phase on spot. When necessary we can also move the measurement point up and use of high voltage metering box outdoor, so as to ensure the electric energy metering accuracy and fairness.
